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Abstract

Airborne Precision Spacing has been developed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) over the past seven years as an attempt to benefit from the capabilities of the flight deck to precisely space their aircraft relative to another aircraft. This development has leveraged decades of work on improving terminal area operations, especially the arrival phase. With APS operations, the air traffic controller instructs the participating aircraft to achieve an assigned inter-arrival spacing interval at the runway threshold, relative to another aircraft. The flight crew then uses airborne automation to manage the aircraft’s speed to achieve the goal. The spacing tool is designed to keep the speed within acceptable operational limits, promote system-wide stability, and meet the assigned goal. This reallocation of tasks with the controller issuing strategic goals and the flight crew managing the tactical achievement of those goals has been shown to be feasible through simulation and flight test. A precision of ±2-3 seconds is generally achievable. Simulations of long strings of arriving traffic show no signs of instabilities or compression waves. Subject pilots have rated the workload to be similar to current-day operations and eye-tracking data substantiate this result.

This paper will present a high-level review of research results over the past seven years from a variety of tests and experiments. The results will focus on the precision and accuracy achievable, flow stability and some major sources of uncertainty. The paper also includes a summary of the flight crew’s procedures and interface and a brief concept overview.

Development of Airborne Spacing Applications

The concept of Airborne Precision Spacing (APS) operations in terminal area arrival flows has evolved from several decades of research into aircraft-managed spacing [1], [2]-[6]. Early research indicated that, by precisely spacing aircraft across the runway threshold, variability in threshold crossing times could be reduced, thereby increasing runway throughput [5]. Further, even a small increase in runway throughput could lead to a significant decrease in landing delays for airports during high-demand conditions [1]. Simulator experiments at NASA established the feasibility of using traffic information displayed on the flight deck to enable airborne-managed spacing [3], [6] from crew workload and acceptability considerations. This phase of research also determined that time-based spacing was superior to distance-based spacing due to the successive speed reductions that are inherent in arrival flows.

Recent improvements in airborne display and computing capabilities, the emergence of Automatic Dependant Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B) technology for the sharing of traffic data, and the growing need for capacity-increasing concepts of operation have sparked renewed interest in airborne precision spacing operations. Starting in 1999, NASA researchers developed a preliminary concept of operations for terminal-area precision spacing operations [7]. Under this concept, the terminal-area air traffic controller delegates responsibility for achieving precise spacing at the runway threshold to the aircraft flight crew. Airborne automation assists the flight crew in achieving this goal. The controller retains responsibility for separation and for issuing spacing requirements to the flight crew. The concept accommodates equipped (self-spacing) as well as unequipped (present-day IFR) aircraft within an arrival stream.

Research into this concept of operations is being conducted in three phases, commencing with in-trail precision spacing, progressing to precision spacing in merging arrival streams, and culminating with the limited use of maneuvering to ensure that aircraft can arrive properly spaced at the runway threshold. Prototypes of the onboard automation and operational procedures for the first phase of research (in-trail spacing) were developed and tested at NASA Langley Research Center in the
1999 – 2003 timeframe. A control law to provide flight crews with speed guidance when in-trail behind their lead aircraft [8] was incorporated into the APS on-board automation. The automation and associated operational procedures were evaluated in a piloted simulation at NASA Langley Research Center [9] and in a flight evaluation at Chicago O'Hare [10], successfully demonstrating the operational feasibility of achieving precise spacing between aircraft flying in-trail to a runway.

The second phase of research added the capability to space off another aircraft not on the same route, i.e., merge behind them and then continue with in-trail spacing. The updated tool was tested in several fast-time simulations [11][12] and a piloted study [13].

In Europe, precision spacing operations have been studied through several experiments [14], [15] that have evaluated the performance of exact and approximate time-delay algorithms in a variety of operational conditions, and studied the impact of these new procedures on flight crew and air traffic control (ATC) operations. Although they employ some variations on the technical approach, both European and American research findings affirm the feasibility of the basic concept of airborne-managed precision spacing for in-trail arrival streams.

**Approach Spacing Operational Concept**

NASA, under the Advanced Air Transportation Technologies Project, developed an operationally viable approach spacing concept. As the concept, tools and procedures were developed and refined the concept went through several name changes. Throughout this paper, Airborne Precision Spacing (APS) will be used when referring to the operation or concept in general. The specific names, introduced below, will be used when referring to a specific intermediate step.

The goal of APS is to achieve system-wide performance improvement by precisely spacing aircraft in a stream and not just focusing on a single pair of aircraft. Performance improvements result from more consistent spacing with the possible expense of occasionally having excess spacing for one pair of aircraft.

The first development stage, called ATAAS, used time-history spacing between pairs of aircraft [8]. ATAAS focuses on in-trail and final approach spacing. The concept includes an extended Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) which includes vertical and speed profiles. When desired, the air traffic controller clears the spacing aircraft to begin spacing relative to an assigned target aircraft (the lead) and an assigned spacing interval to achieve at the runway threshold. APS has always worked with the idea of achieving the assigned goal at the runway threshold instead of achieving it early in the operation and then maintaining the assigned spacing. This allows the spacing aircraft to damp out reactions far from the runway and only tightly manage the spacing where it is necessary.

There are two main benefits to delegating the precision spacing task to the flight deck. The first is that the flight crew is able to manage their speed more precisely and with a tighter control loop than a controller. The flight deck automation can have a much quicker reaction time to changes in the aircraft state and spacing and can make finer adjustments to the speed. The second main benefit is that each flight crew is responsible for a single spacing interval instead of a single human, the controller, being responsible for the spacing between several pairs of aircraft. This allows a more tailored spacing interval to be given to the flight crew. They can easily manage an assigned spacing interval while a controller, who is responsible for several different intervals, would naturally start to clump similar values together to reduce the workload associated with remembering and applying these close, but different, values. It is also possible that having the controller issue a single strategic clearance to the flight crew instead of a series of tactical commands reduces the amount of radio communications. The extent of this benefit has not been tested under APS but Eurocontrol has looked at the same issue for the related operation called Sequencing and Merging and found significant reduction in the number of commands issued [16].

ATAAS was then extended to include the ability to merge traffic on different arrival routes. The calculation of the projected spacing interval was changed from a time-history approach [8] to a trajectory-based approach [17]. The later still requires aircraft to be following a published STAR so
that intent information is easily known. The new spacing tool, called AMSTAR, calculates the expected time of arrival (ETA) at the runway threshold for both the ownship and leader and uses the time difference as input to the speed control law. The speed control law remains unchanged from ATAAS. This is a purely internal change, and the pilot interface is largely untouched.

AMSTAR has recently been upgraded again to improve the stability of the trajectory prediction and ETA calculations, improve the internal wind model to accept real-time updates and to enable operations to start at cruise altitudes. Spacing at cruise altitudes enables en route merging as well as Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA). The current version of the spacing tool is called ASTAR for Airborne Spacing for Terminal Arrivals.

This paper will review the past several years of research into Airborne Precision Spacing focusing on key research results. For more information on the operational concepts, the reader is referred to references [18] and [19]. However, a brief review of the concept is included below. A discussion of the flight crew procedures follows.

APS Concept of Operations

The aim of APS is to assist the controller in achieving their goal of maximizing throughput on capacity-constrained runways. To this end, APS enables the controller to issue a single strategic clearance to spacing-capable flight crews to achieve the assigned spacing interval at the runway threshold relative to an assigned lead aircraft. The flight crew then manages their speed along an assigned lateral and vertical path to achieve that goal. The assigned path is generally an established arrival route that ends at the runway threshold. Alternatives to fixed routing are possible but are not explored further in this paper. Speed changes from the nominal speeds on the established routing are limited to ±10% and less than 250 kt when appropriate. The commanded speeds are also limited by the current aircraft configuration. Additional limits and controls are included to increase the system stability [18]. Under normal conditions, speed changes from the nominal are generally 5-10 kt.

If the final approach speeds of the lead and ownship are available, the APS spacing tool includes these in the ETA calculations, effectively creating an offset to account for the difference in final approach speeds. This ensures that maximum throughput is achieved at the runway threshold. This may cause a different spacing interval at the final approach fix than at the threshold. However, with minimal training on this point, both pilots and controllers seem comfortable with this technique. Finally, to ensure a stable approach the APS spacing tool will command the slow-down to the final approach speed at the appropriate time to be stabilized by 1000 ft above ground level. Any spacing deviation at this point is not actively countered.

Flight Crew Procedures

The flight crew procedures have been well tested and only minor adjustments have been made over several years of studies. The procedures and displays are well documented in references [18], [20]. A brief overview follows. The spacing operation is initiated for the flight crew when they receive a clearance from the controller to begin spacing. The clearance includes the lead aircraft identifier and the assigned spacing interval at the runway threshold. In addition, the spacing tool needs to know the planned final approach speed of the lead aircraft and, if merging, the reference path that the lead is following. These can either be communicated through the controller or, preferably, through an on-condition ADS-B report. Current simulations use the on-condition report. The flight crew then selects their lead from a list of ADS-B targets. This can be via the Multi-function Control and Display Unit (MCDU) or an Electronic Flight Bag (EFB). The flight crew then enters the assigned spacing interval and if needed, the lead’s route and final approach speed. If the system is coupled to the autothrottles, once the pilot is comfortable with the new speed they may make this the new source of speed guidance. If the spacing tool is not coupled to the autothrottles, then the pilot manually...
matches the commanded speed. From this point on
the flight continues as normal with the only altera-
tion being that speed commands are coming from
the on-board tool instead of from the controller.

The spacing tool has several built-in protec-
tions to maintain the stability of the operation and
the operational acceptability of the speeds. If either
the lead or ownship deviates significantly from the
planned routing to the point that the ETA calcula-
tion is no longer reliable, the tool alerts the pilot
and reverts to the published speed profile. This lim-
it is currently set at 2.5 nm and 90° of the expected
track. The tool also accepts a minimum protection
distance. This would normally be the required ra-
dar or wake separation criteria. If the aircraft is
projected to encroach on this distance within the
next 20 seconds the tool commands the slowest al-
lowable speed and notifies the pilot. This generally
will only occur when the pilot has lost attention and
missed a speed change.

If there is a system error or unexpected devia-
tion, such as the route deviation mentioned above or
loss of ADS-B data, the spacing tool reverts to the
published speed for that segment. If the flight crew
is no longer able to follow the speed command, or
experiences one of these system errors, they are
instructed to contact the controller to terminate
spacing operations and revert to current-day con-
troller mechanisms. At any time the controller can
intervene with either a speed or vector clearance;
this procedurally cancels the spacing operations
 Clearance.

Key Research Results

This section will focus on several key research
issues that impact the operational feasibility or ben-
etits of Airborne Precision Spacing operations. It
will draw on results from several fast-time, human-
in-the-loop and flight activities.

Presentation of Data

Much of the data presented below will be in
the form of a modified box plot. This form will
present a large quantity of data in a compact form.
The standard Tukey box-and-whisker plot shows
the median value of a population along with the
first and third quartiles (inter-quartile distances)
[21]. This demarcates the central 50% of the popu-
lation and is the box. Whiskers then extend out one
and a half times the inter-quartile distance in each
direction. Any additional data points beyond the
ends of the whiskers are shown explicitly as ex-
treme values. If no extreme values exist in a given
direction, the whisker is terminated at the extreme
value in that direction. In many cases, the central
peak of the data distribution will approximate a
normal distribution; therefore, a thin box is super-imposed that shows the mean and standard devia-
tions. An example is shown below in Figure 1 with
a histogram of spacing data along with the same
data shown as a modified box plot.

![Figure 1: Explanation of the box-plot format.](image)

Overall Spacing Performance

The first key question in airborne spacing is
does it offer the proposed benefit mechanism of
precisely and accurately spacing aircraft at the run-
way threshold and what are the effects of various
disruptive conditions. Many possible disruptive
conditions have been studied so far and those with
the largest impact are discussed below. These in-
clude: limited surveillance range; wind forecasting
accuracy; and, the preconditioning of traffic before
spacing operations start. The effects of having a
range of final approach speeds representative of
normal traffic make-up will also be discussed. While
not a disruptive condition, it has a significant
impact on how well the aircraft are spaced and the
traffic flow behavior near the runway.

For the assigned spacing interval the required
wake turbulence separation criteria were converted
into time-based separations using the expected
slowest final approach speeds based on wake cate-
go [12]. These numbers were then rounded up-
ward approximately 10 seconds to add a safety buf-
fer between spacing the aircraft and separating
them. In the APS concept of operations, the flight crew is only responsible for spacing relative to the other aircraft; separation remains the responsibility of the controller.

All of the studies have looked at the accuracy and precision of the interarrival spacing. A series of fast-time studies [11], [12], [25], [26] have found accuracies of less than one second and precisions of less than three seconds in the non-disruptive cases. The disruptive cases are discussed in more detail below. A human-in-the-loop study in the NASA Integration Flight Deck [9],[22] focused on the in-trail spacing only and found that pilots could achieve an accuracy of less than one second off the assigned value with a standard deviation of 1.7 seconds when the spacing tool was coupled with the autothrottles. When the pilot was in the loop for speed control the precision remained the same but the accuracy decreased with a mean deviation of 4-5 seconds. This is caused by the pilots making the deceleration to the final approach speed more quickly than the spacing tool predicted; therefore, flying longer at a slower speed.

A human-in-the-loop study conducted in NASA’s Air Traffic Operations Laboratory (ATOL) tested the merging, as well as in-trail, operations [13]. The ATOL was used to study strings of 9 aircraft arriving to one of three modeled airspaces. Six of the nine aircraft were piloted by subject pilots while the remainder were flown by confederate pilots. Subject pilots were able to achieve a mean spacing deviation at the runway threshold of -0.8 seconds with a standard deviation of 4.7 seconds. The larger standard deviation was largely attributed to training errors with the simulation environment instead of errors with the spacing tool itself. Several pilots made mistakes with the vertical navigation modes and hence had significant deviation from the reference vertical profile. The same types of errors occurred with the same frequency during baseline runs that did not include spacing operations. There were no significant differences seen between the merging and in-trail operations or between the different airspaces.

A flight trial of the ATAAS tool was conducted at Chicago O’Hare in September 2002 [10],[20],[23]. The NASA Boeing 757 aircraft was third in line and achieved a mean of +0.8 seconds and a standard deviation of 7.7 seconds. These results suffered from additional filtering that was incorporated to overcome errors with the ADS-B data. This was an artifact of the flight test hardware of a non-deployed system and would be corrected before any system went into operational use.

For airborne surveillance we have assumed ADS-B functionality. Since ADS-B is a broadcast link instead of an addressed link, there is no guarantee of reception. If multiple messages arrive simultaneously, one or more of them may be lost to the interference. This effectively reduces the range for reliable reception. This range can be particularly small within a busy terminal environment where there are a high number of 1090 MHz signals (ADS-B, secondary surveillance radar, TCAS and others) to interfere.

![Figure 2: ADS-B range effect on spacing.](image)

As seen in Figure 2, limiting the reception range to 30 nm, from a more realistic 90 nm, had little impact on the overall performance (mean and standard deviation moves from $-0.13 \pm 3.42$ seconds to $-0.20 \pm 4.03$ seconds) but does introduce more extreme values. The extreme values arise when two conditions are met. First, the aircraft are approaching their merge point from opposite sides of the airport so that they are close to it when they entered ADS-B range. Second, there is a significant spacing deviation that needs to be overcome. The farther from the runway active spacing can be started, the greater the spacing deviation that can be overcome. When initiation is delayed due to limited ADS-B range, the deviations that can be overcome are necessarily smaller. As ADS-B technology has improved since the first standards were published, the likelihood of such small ranges has decreased. A range of 90 nm covers the extent of most terminal areas and is a reasonable expectation. Limited ADS-B range becomes a concern again when spacing operations start well outside the terminal area as
would be the case for doing CDAs. A possible solution to this problem is discussed below in response to wind forecasting errors.

The most significant disruptive effect seen in the fast-time studies so far is from wind forecasting errors. It is assumed in the concept that the aircraft would have a wind forecast that it would use in calculating the ETAs at the threshold. The same, or different, forecast would have been used by the sequencing tool that assigned the landing sequence. Both of these could differ from the actual winds encountered. These two sets of differences lead to prediction errors in the sequencing or ETA calculations. For our studies we have focused on the difference between the aircraft’s forecast and the truth winds and considered both magnitude and directional errors. For the baseline case, we assumed an accurate forecast so there is no difference between the forecast and the truth winds. For directional errors, we assume accurate magnitude but directional errors of 5° and 20° off of the truth winds. For the magnitude errors we assume accurate direction but −10 kt and +40 kt mean error. The wind field varied in both direction and magnitude with altitude. For the magnitude error cases, the error scaled with the baseline magnitude and was characterized by the averaged error.

For the +40 kt case, the errors were large enough that the traffic flow was seriously disrupted with aircraft unable to achieve the assigned spacing. However, current wind forecast products have accuracies on the order of 10 kt [24]. Therefore, the failure to handle 40 kt errors is not considered to be operationally relevant. As Figure 3 shows, the remaining wind forecast error conditions introduced a larger spread in the data and more extreme values.

![Figure 3: Spacing deviation due to wind forecast errors.](image)

Work is currently underway to improve the performance under wind uncertainties. The current version of the APS spacing tool takes the air reference velocity ADS-B report, if available, plus ownship wind information to continually update the internal wind model. This allows the tool to continually improve the accuracy of the wind model. The wind forecast problems are greatest when the lead aircraft is not yet within ADS-B range. In those cases, there is currently no mechanism to correct for the forecast errors until the lead is within ADS-B range. We are exploring ways to detect the forecast errors and adjust to them before the lead is within ADS-B range. At that point, the spacing tool should be able to overcome most realistic forecast errors.

One of the reasons for several of the improvements to the current generation spacing tool, ASTAR, is to enable Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) from cruise altitude to the runway threshold. The goal is to combine spacing operations with the energy and noise efficiency of CDAs to maintain capacity. In order to maintain the optimal descent profile, once an aircraft is on a CDA, controllers do not make adjustments to the aircraft. The aircraft are therefore given a wide berth and excess spacing. This leads to a decrease in capacity. By allowing the aircraft to make minor changes to their speed to maintain relative spacing, much of the CDA benefit may be obtained while maintaining the tighter spacing of current operations. Being able to decrease the environmental impact of flights while maintaining or increasing capacity is a significant challenge for the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NGATS) and being able to precisely space along CDAs is seen as a key capability in reaching that goal.

Early simulations have just been completed and initial results are promising. Under nominal conditions, including good wind forecast, uniform fleet and reasonably accurate preconditioning, overall spacing performance (a mean of 0.2 sec and standard deviation of 1.4 sec) is consistent with previous studies (see Figure 4). More detailed analysis of these simulations will be reported in the near future [25].
The next issue of interest is the requirements for preconditioning the traffic flow. Preconditioning involves properly scheduling and delivering aircraft to the starting point of the spacing operation so that the aircraft is able to compensate for any initial spacing deviations and uncertainties that occur during the remainder of the flight. These uncertainties include the wind forecast errors, differences in aircraft conformance to the reference trajectory and the spacing needs of the lead. The spacing aircraft only has so much control of the relative spacing when using only speed changes. The requirement for preconditioning would be lessened if the aircraft were able to make minor route modifications as part of the spacing operations; however, that has not been included in the operational concept as of yet.

In simulation, the preconditioning was modeled by assigning the aircraft with a scheduled time of arrival (STA) at the start of operations. The aircraft would enter the simulation at that time with some given spread around the STA. A normal distribution with a zero mean was used. The preconditioning was controlled by adjusting the standard deviation of the distribution. Figure 5 shows the results for distributions with $2\sigma = 15$ sec and $2\sigma = 60$ sec.

Figure 4: Spacing and schedule deviation for a CDA run.

Figure 5: Spacing deviation based on preconditioning.

As in the surveillance range study, the major effect of decreasing the initial delivery precision is to create more extreme values and not to substantially move the mean and standard deviation ($-0.13 \pm 3.42$ seconds to $-0.12 \pm 4.73$ seconds). The large number of extreme values for the $2\sigma = 60$ sec case suggests that a delivery precision of less than 60 seconds is needed. The aircraft that had the most trouble were those arriving along the shortest arrival route with a large initial spacing deviation. The short flight distance and steep descent limited their ability to adjust the spacing. There were also problems for aircraft arriving from opposing entry points and following an aircraft on the shortest route. In the operational concept, an aircraft would not start spacing until both it and their lead were within the terminal area, so once the lead aircraft entered the terminal area there was not much time remaining to correct for any significant spacing deviation.

Some of these cases could be controlled by including a feasibility test by either the controller or the flight crew before starting operations. If it is

---

1 The preconditioning requirement is expected to depend more on flight time than on airspace design. However, that has not been verified.
unlikely that the aircraft could achieve the assigned spacing in time, then alternate control methods could be used until the spacing was achievable. This would most likely include path stretching or shortening. Initial spacing deviations much beyond 60 seconds opens the possibility of resequencing (the spacing intervals were generally between 90 and 150 seconds) and were not considered in the simulations.

**Final Approach Speed Effects**

As discussed above, the APS spacing tool makes use of the ownship’s and lead’s final approach speed (FAS) in the ETA calculations, if it is available. Currently, final approach speed is not part of the ADS-B state report so if it is a desirable piece of information, it would have to be added. Two of the fast-time studies have looked at the benefits and behavior of knowing the final approach speed. To test the benefit of knowing the final approach speed we tested four conditions: the lead’s FAS was known; the lead’s FAS was assumed to be the same as the ownship’s; the lead’s FAS was assumed to be a generic value based on wake category; and the lead’s FAS was assumed to be a generic value of 130 kt regardless of wake category. The ownship’s FAS was always taken as the planned FAS. Figure 6 shows the spacing performance for these four conditions.

![Figure 6: Spacing results for various FAS assumptions.](image)

It is clear that there is a significant performance benefit in threshold spacing for knowing the lead’s FAS. Figure 7 shows the inter-arrival spacing as measured at the final approach fix and the threshold for the nominal case of knowing the lead’s planned final approach speed. The black solid lines show the range in spacing deviation at the final approach fix and the red, dotted lines show the range at the threshold. For large differences in final approach speeds, there is a significant difference between the spacing at the final approach fix and the threshold. As long as the spacing and sequencing is such that this offset is not a separation concern, it delivers the desired threshold crossing performance.

![Figure 7: Spacing at Final Approach Fix and runway threshold.](image)

**Stability of Operations**

The final key point to be discussed in the paper is the stability of spacing operations. As discussed earlier, the goal of Airborne Precision Spacing is not to space one pair of aircraft precisely but to use precision spacing to gain system-wide benefits. To this end we are concerned with introducing instabilities into a long string of spacing aircraft either through over-aggressive speed changes or disruptive behavior. The fast-time studies are particularly well suited to investigate this question. The initial set of studies performed in 2004-5 looked at strings of 100 aircraft. The recently completed studies that included CDAs used strings of 40 aircraft. The ATOL study involved strings of 9 aircraft and also produced some useful data on stability.

The metrics used to judge stability are the overall schedule deviation and string position effects on the precision or number of speed commands issued. Schedule deviation is defined as the difference in the actual time of arrival and the initially projected time of arrival at the threshold by the sequencing tool. If this continues to diverge the further back in the string an aircraft is, then that suggests some instability in the system. Likewise,
the later aircraft achieving a lower level of precision or working harder to achieve the spacing also indicates instability. Figure 8 shows the spacing deviation (upper left), schedule deviation (upper right), and speed changes (lower right) for one run of the nominal test condition in the 2004 studies. The lower left panel of Figure 8 also shows the speed profile for the reference trajectory as well as several aircraft in the string. The spacing deviation and the number of speed changes show no sign of a string position effect. The schedule deviation requires a deeper look since there appears to be a transient and a possibly periodic peak.

Figure 8: Stability data from nominal condition for fast-time studies.

The transient is actually a result of a systematic shift between the calculated transit time used for sequencing and the actual transit time for the lead aircraft. This shift results from using a simplified, generic trajectory calculator in the sequencing tool, wind forecast errors and final approach speed effects. The sequencing tool assumes a generic final approach speed for all aircraft of a given wake category. Subsequent studies looking at this transient have verified these effects. Therefore, in Figure 8 the initial drop from 0 to -15 seconds is actually the first aircraft in the string landing 15 - 20 seconds early and then the rest of the string relaxing toward the planned schedule. The peaks result from particular pairings of arrival routes and aircraft types where certain combinations have a strong bias to being early. This is explained in more detail in ref. [26].

Figure 9: Spacing and schedule deviations for CDA tests.

Figure 9 shows similar results from the recent 2006 study with CDAs. Ten repetitions were performed for this condition and the spacing and schedule deviation for all ten runs are shown. The schedule deviation now includes the initial offset and the recovery towards the initial schedule can be seen.

The human-in-the-loop (HITL) study further supports the claim that spacing operations will be stable. This time with humans interacting in the system we again see no effect based on position in the string. The results are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Spacing deviation and speed changes from HITL experiment.
Future of Airborne Precision Spacing

Airborne Precision Spacing has been shown, through simulations of various fidelity and flight testing, to be able to deliver aircraft to the runway threshold with high precision. The standard error is generally less than 1 second with a standard deviation of 2-3 seconds. Unfortunately, two of the higher-fidelity, human-in-the-loop studies, the flight test and the multi-person ATOL test, have had confounding effects attributed to non-spacing aspects of the test. This, however, leaves open the question of the influence of the human in the operation. The full-mission simulation with active line pilots showed that pilots were able to deliver the aircraft with the same precision as the fast-time simulations. Nonetheless, further testing with pilot subjects would help solidify this conclusion.

In both human-in-the-loop and fast-time simulations, there have not been any signs of destabilizing effects over long strings of spacing aircraft. The affects of non-spacing aircraft in the traffic flow have not been adequately tested to date and could cause additional difficulties.

Pilot workload is expected to be minimally impacted by the spacing operations. Subject questionnaires from the Integration Flight Deck (IFD) and ATOL studies show that pilots feel that the overall workload when spacing was not significantly different than the workload without spacing [9][13]. Eye scan data collected during the IFD tests also show minimal change to the pilots scan pattern and dwell time when spacing compared to non-spacing [22].

Recently the APS concept has been extended to work along Continuous Descent Approaches in support of the FAA Merging and Spacing Working Group. This working group is focused on the airborne and ground technologies and procedures to enable environmentally-friendly arrivals while maintaining capacity. Initial testing and implementation is planned by UPS at their Louisville, KY hub. This is seen as a first step toward the NGATS vision for super density operations (SDO) where increased demand must be handled in an environmentally sound manner. Some early results of simulations in support of the Merging and Spacing Working Group have been presented above and more detailed analyses will be presented in the near future [25]. Future studies under more demanding conditions are being planned.

In addition, APS is seen by NASA as one of the key capabilities for an ATM-friendly Flight Management System. This future flight management system would leverage the capabilities of the aircraft to fly precise trajectories and to self-optimize under constraints to become a useful resource for managing the changing demands on the air traffic system. One of the significant capabilities that will need to be added is the ability to modify the planned route in real-time and to continue to space along it. This would apply for the planned route of both the lead aircraft and ownership. Whether the route modification would be done by a centralized system and uplinked to the aircraft or onboard the aircraft and transmitted to other aircraft and the controller, or some combination, is an open research issue that we plan to address in the future.
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